Metallic Wrapped
Cord Bracelet
Skill level: Easy

Featuring: J. & P. Coats Metallic Embroidery Floss
®

Designer: Iliana McGrath

Technique:

Macrame

Brand:

J. & P. Coats®

Crafting time:

An Evening

Glitzy metallic floss makes this simple wrapped bracelet an
elegant accessory.
Finished size: 6 ½”

Supplies
4 skeins or 1 pkg. of J. & P. Coats® Metallic Embroidery
Floss
1 clasp
2 cord coil closures
20” leather cord
Tape
Scissors
Pliers
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Metallic Wrapped Cord Bracelet
Instructions
1. Cut the leather cord into three 61⁄2” segments.
2. To wrap each segment of cord with floss, cut 36” of
each color of floss and use a very small piece of tape
to secure it to the end of the leather cord. Select and
separate one color and pull the remaining colors flush
to the leather cord. Wrap the selected color around
the leather cord and floss. To alternate colors, simply
begin wrapping with the next desired color around the
leather cord and floss. When the end of the leather
cord is reached, secure the floss to the cord with a very
small piece of tape. Wrap all thread leather cords.
3. Select a wrapped cord to be the middle of the bracelet and add the cord coil closure its ends. Crimp the
cord coil closure to secure.
4. To bind the cords together, align the three ends
together flat (segment with the cord coil in the middle)
and secure with tape. Cut a 36” length of floss and
attach to the cord ends with a small piece of tape.
Wrap the floss around the cord ends to hide the tape
and create a decorative end. Repeat with the other
end of the bracelet.
5. Attach the clasp.
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